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WHAT IS A JEWISH LANGUAGE? THIS IS A SIMPLE QUES'UON WITH A COMPLICATED

answer. A language doesn't become Jewish just because some Jews speak it. Oth-
erwise English would be the most widespread Jewish language today. Through-
out most of their dispersion, Jews have been multilingual. It was not merely that
tley spoke their Jewish language among themselves and another language to
their non-Jewish neighbors. Ratheq, the Jews were internally bihngual. In most
places they communicated in two different'Tewish" languages. one of t-hese lan-
guages, Hebrew, was the language of praye4, holy texts, and scholarship; the other
was the Jewish vemacular used in daily life. Using the categorization of the first
chapteq, Hebrew represents the great tradition and the vernacular the little tradi-
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Map 3 I Stmilnritl and dtssimilaritl oJ Jewkb and non_Jewish hnguags

tion. Hebrew was what.Iews in most, but not all, cultures had in common, while
the vernaculars differed from country to country and were not mutually intelligi-
ble.

what made a Jewish vernacurar Jewish? In most cases, the vemacurar ran-
guages of traditional Jewish communities had several characteristics in comrnon.
First, they were languages that Jews had learned by contact with non-Jewish
neighbors at some point in their migrations. They were thus not of Jewish origin,
although tl-rey often had Jewish characteristics fiike t]re Hebrew alphabet) Ind
performed Jewish functions fsuch as describing details of Jewish rituar). Se.ond,
they were generally leamed not in formar schooling but by risteningto native
speakers' Since the languages were rearned oraly and based on .olloqrriui rrr"g.,
Jews generally wrote them down in their own Hebrew alphabet. The main ex_
ception to this is ancient Greek, which Jews did write in the Greek alphabet.
Third Jewish languages generally had a larger or smaler admix-ture of words of
Hebrew origin fmore precisely, of Hebrew and Aramaic origin]. Fourth, Jewish

Jtwish Languaget W

languages often had elements of languages spoken at an earlier stage in Jewish

migrations. Finally, Jewish languages were often different in nuance, pronuncia-

tion, intonation, and grammar from the speech of the non-Jewish population

among whom Jews iived-

Usually the Jewish languages began by resembling those of the Jews' neigh-

bors. Sometimes, however, as the result of migrations, Jews and non-Jews spoke

totally different languages, and the speech of the Jews resembled that of non-

Jews in another part of the world (Map 3.1).

Variations in Hebrew

6
Though I began by referring to Hebrew as a unifying factor among the Jews of

the world, this statement requires a number of qualifications. First, as noted in

Chapter 2, certain Jewish groups, like the Beta Israel of Ethiopia, did not use He-

brew at all. But even among the majority of Jews who did use Hebrew, the unify-

ing nature of the common language was limited. Except for rabbis and scholars

[and even sometimes among these groups], most Jews could barely write, much

less speak, Hebrew as an independent language. They could recite their prayers in

Hebrew, read it by rote, and perhaps translate some Passages from the Bible or

Talmud into the vernacular. Hebrew functioned as a holy language, not as a liv-

ing, spoken one. The unifying force of Hebrew was restricted to its written as-

pect. What Jews around the world shared were Hebrew ot Aramaic texts'

including the Bible, prayer book, Talmud, and Passover Hagada. But because they

shared only the written form of these texts, they were unable to hear how the

Hebrew of their fellow Jews sounded. As a result, the same words could be read

by Jews in different lands, but they would be read according to different reading

traditions.

Without getting too technical, it will be helpful to look at some examples of
the differences in reading tradition. Among rabbinic Jewg as mentioned in Chap-

ter 2, there were three main reading traditions-Ashkenazic, Sephardic-Oriental,
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and Yemenite. Nonrabbinic groups such as the Samaritans had a very different
reading tradition. Consider the well-known Hebrew word ilJQ (sabbath). You

can notice that this word has two different vowel marks under the letters even if
you cannot read Hebrew. Hebrew is read from right to left_ The first vowel

fbelow the letter on the right] is called patach and the second is called kamatz
You will also notice that the fina1 letter lt (tau) has no dot (dagesh) inside it. In
the Ashkenazic tradition the word is pronounced sha'bos, differentiating the two
vowels and placing the accent on the first syllable. The iast letter is pronounced s

since the final tav does not have a dot. Ifit had a dot, it would be pronounced r
In the Sephardic-Oriental tradition, which is the basis of modern Israeli Hebrew,
the word is pronounced shaba't, with the accent on the second syllable and no
distinction beftveen the first and second vowel or between tav with or without a

dot [both are pronounced r). Thus Ashkenazic Hebrew preserves several distinc-
tions not found in Sephardic-Oriental Hebrew Yemenite Hebrew differs from
both systems. It pronounces the word shabo'th. Like Ashkenazic Hebrew it dis-
tinguishes between the tlvo vowels and between tav with or without a dot, but
unlike Ashkenazic Hebrew, it pronounces the final lefter th fas in "teeth") and
puts the accent on the final syllable. Italian Jewry which was transitional between
the Sephardic andAshkenazic traditions, had an intermediary pronunciation. In
Italy the word is pronounced sh aba'd, with the Sephardic-Orientai accentuation
and loss of vowel distinctions but with the Ashkenazic distinction between tav
with or without a dagesh [though pronounced d rather than s).

'vVhich tradition is the original one? Probably none of them. We can assume

that the three reading traditions diverged from a comrnon ancesto{, but we can-

not know how that comrnon ancestor sounded. We know that the &vergences
were caused mainly by communications barriers created by distance. People only
heard the Hebrew pronounced in t-heir area; they never heard the altemate types.

Presumably each tradition preserves some element from the common ancestor

missing in the other traditions. Samaritan Hebrew, which diverged from the
other traditions at a very early date, is much poorer in distinctions than any rab-
binic Hebrew reading tradition. Perhaps it derived from a totally different source

than the three rabbinic traditions flable 3.1).
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1 = guttural
- = silent

n8=srnsrng
q = guttural k

There are many other systematic &vergences between the three main tra&-

tions, and there are also divergences within each tradition. Without going into

too much detail, I will outline some of them. Goingbackto the dagesh, Hebrew

distinguishes up to six letters with or without a dot: beth, gimel, dalet, kaf, pe atd

faz. Samaritan Hebrew has none of the &stinctions and pronounces these let-

ters, respectively zs b, g, d, h, p, arrd r in all cases Yemenite Hebrew and some

Oriental traditions ffor example, that of IraqJ distinguish all six. Yemenite He-

brew, for example, pronounces beth as b andu, gimel asi (as in"jam"J and r [in
the back of the throat), dalet as d and dh, kaf as k and ft/r flike cft in German

ath), pe as p ardf, and tav as r and th depending on whether or not they have a

dagesh. Ashkenazic and Italian Jews distinguish between letters with and with-

out a dot in only four cases. Most other Sephardic-Oriental traditions &stin-

guish tfuee, though some have flvo, foul, or five distinctions [Table 3'l)'
Ashkenazic Jews pronounce alef and ayin as sllett lettery while most Jews in
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the Arab world pronounce them as tlvo separate guttural consonants. flou have

to hear them to understand the difference; English has no equivalents.J They also

distinguish behveen bhaf andhet and often befiveen haf and qut'. Nl these are dis-

tinctions completely lost to Ashkenazic Jews and to many Sephardic-Oriental

Jews ouGide the Arab countries.

Modern Israeli Hebrew is said to follow the Sephardic tradition. This is true
only in part. Israeli Hebrew was created by secularized Ashkenazic Jews who
wished to break with their galut "Diaspora" past. They rejected their native tra-
dition and copied the pronunciation of the Sephar&m. But they did so with an

"Ashkenazic ear." They were unable to pick up the guttural ayin, tJre rough-

breathing het, or the back-of-the-throat quf. So modem Hebrew is generally pro-

nounced the way Ashkenazic Jews thought Sephar&c Hebrew sounded. Since

Ashkenazic Jews generally make up the bulk of the wealthier and most presti-

gious population il Israel, many Jews from the Arab countries have become

ashamed of their native pronunciation and have dropped their Middle Eastern

gutturals. So modem Hebrew is a homogenized version of the former multipLic-

ity of reading tra&tions and the result of the different traditions coming together
in one country.

Jewish Vernaculars

H(ft)

Great as the differences in Hebrew reading tra&tions were, they were relatively

minor compared to the differences in vernaculars. If a traditional Jew from one

country entered the synagogue of a different tradition where modem Israeli He-
brew was not used, he would probably recognize that the language of prayer was

Hebrew but would have diffrculty following the prayer. But with regard to the
vernaculars, the various Jewish traditions did not even share texts tley could all

read. Even tfre Hebrew elemenq which all the languages had in greater or lesser

numbe4, were often quite divergent.Ashkenazic Jews would wish.mazelnu (con-
gratulations, literally, "a good constellation"J, while Oriental Jews would say bei-
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man tou fllterally, "with a good sign"J. Ashkenazic Jews in Eastern Europe would

pray from a daily or weekly nlur, while Ashkenazic Jews in Germany and many

Sephardic Jews used the word rfil^a (lttercIly, "prayer"J for prayer book. Ashke-

nazic and.sephardic Jews prayed frorn a machzor on the holidays, while Yemenite

Jews used a tiblal.These examples can be multiplied by the hundreds'

But most of the words in the Jewish vernaculars were not of Hebrew origin at

all. Sometimes this applied even to words referring to religious matters like "to

pray," "to read the Torah," "warm Sabbath food," "skullcap," or "synagogue'" Were

we to map these expressions, we would find that the boundaries fall in &fferent

places for different words. For instance, the Jewish vemacular word for syna-

gogue in many christian countries originally meant "school" [shzl among Ashke-

nazic Jews, scola arnongltalian Jews, ecole amotgJews in medieval France). One

explanation of this term is that government restrictions were placed on building

new synagogues, and so, in order to evade the offrcial Christian rules, the Jews

said they were buil&ng schools rather than slmaSogues. In other countries Jews

used versions of the Greek syrlagogos fliterally, "place of assembly"] ' Among Span-

ishJanguage Sephardim a synagogue was called esnoga, prololtnced by Jews in

parts of the Arab speaking world mugha (with gh pronounced like a throaty rl.

Jews in other Arabic countries used the Arabic word sla fllterally, "prayer"), while

in Iran and among Karaites in the Crimea the wordhenisa was used'

The best way to try to understand the nature of Jewish vemaculars is to look

at the examples of a few specifi.c Jewish languages, to see how they developed

and how they differed from each other. To begin with, we will look at the lan-

guage best known in the West and t-|1e one that had the largest number of speak-

ers-Yiddish.
Though the basic structure of Yiddish is Germanic, the language [as spoken

in Eastem Europe) had at least three other major linguistic elemenG: Hebrew-

Aramaic, Romance, and Slavic. This is a reflection of the migration history of the

Ashkenazic Jews. The Romance element, which today consists only of a small

number of words but was once large4, tells us much about the origin of the

Ashkenazic Jews. It supports the idea, based on historical documents and Jewish

names, tlat the fust Jews in Germany came mainly from France and ltaly. Many



words relating to religious life came lrom this Romance element. The word for
"to blesq" bmshn, is one such word, coming from the Latin root benedicere, prob-
ably via Italian' one theory is that Jews coming into medieval Germany u,roid"d
the German word for to "bless,,,segenen, because it originally meant,,to make the
sign of the cross "Another religiously bound word is the word for,,to read,,,espe-
cialiy "to read the Torah " The Ashkenazic word for this, Ieyercn,comes from the
old French bier. rt is a good example of a word that came from an eariier ,,stop,,

in Jewish migrations. This point is further ilrustrated by a curious peculiarity. If
Ashkenazic Jews used the Romance word' bier, one would expect Jews speaking
vernaculars based on Romance languages also to use that word. But they don,t.
Instead they use a word from an even earlier stage of their migration: the Greek
meletare. So, in Djudezmo the word is meldar, in Judeo-ltalia n meLetare, and. in
now extinct Judeo-French miauder. German Jews preserved some Romance
words lost by their fellow Ashkenazim who migrated to Eastern Europe. Among
these are oren, meantng"to ptay,'[from Latin orare), prayenfor ,,to ask, invite,,
ffrom Old French preier), and piltsl for ', maid,, (from OId Frerch pubelle).

one very interesting example of the Romance element in yiddish is the word
referring to the Sabbath dish cooked overnight and kept warm untir the next day,
which enabled Jews to enjoy a warm meal without viorating the prohibition on
cooking on the Sabbath. such foods are found in a[ rabbinic Jewish communi-
ties, though the recipes differ widery, as win be seen in chapter 6. The Tarmud
refers to such foods as hamin fliterarly, "warmed"J. Ashkenazic Jews used t]re ord
French word for "warming up," char-ent (the same root as the English word,,non-
chalant," literally "not all heated up"]. This is the origin of the yrddish cholcnt (in
Germany called shalzt).

other Romance elements are found in Ashkenazic Jewish personal names.
Generally the "funny-sounding" names are the ones with Romance origins, for in-
stance VitI ffrom Latin ,ita, ,,life,,), Shpinaa (from Italian speranza,,,hope,,],
Bunem (from Old French bon homme,,,good man,, or bon nom"good rr"-.,1, f";_
tel (fromrtaliar\ dtale, "alive"J, or Feiuush [from old French uiues or Latin virrus,
"living']' My favorite isyente, which began as a woman's name, derived from old
French or Italian Gentil or Gmtire,"the gentre one." Now it is generally appried to
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a gossip or someone who talks too much. It's a long way from "the gentle one" to
a yente.

When speakers of Judeo-French and Judeo-Italian arrived in the Rhineland
some 1000 years agq they came into contact with variotrs dialects of spoken Ger-
man. Modern Yiddish contains elements of several German dialects, especially
those of southem and centrai Germany. The dialects of northern Germany, which
are closer to English than to modern German, have had almost no influence on
Yiddish. (ln northern Germany, loca1 dialects said up, pLtnten, wat, dat, and tid,
whereas southern German dialects hzd auf, pflanzen, was, das, and zeit. Modem
standard Yiddrshhas at', flantsn, uos, dos , arrd fsayr.) Despite the fact that the first
Ashkenazic Jews came into contact with western German dialects, modern East-

ern European Yiddish is based mainly on the Bavarian and Saxon dialects, which
belong to the eastern group of dialects. Although Jews began speaking Germanic
dialects at least 1000 years ago, their speech separated into a distinctive Yiddish
only siowly. Yiddish shared most of the changes of medieval German until about
1500 or so, and diverged greatly only after that time, when the bulk of Ashke-
nazic Jews migrated to Poland The Yiddish dialects among Jews who remained
behind in Germany were closer to the speech of their neighbors than to the Yid-
dish of Eastern Europe, but they were stili noticeably different. In a manner anal-

ogous to Black English dialects in the United States, which whites could generaliy
understand but considered improper English, German Gentiles could under-
stand most of what their Jewish neighbors said but thought they spoke corrupt
German. tvVhen the bulk of Ashkenazic Jews migrated to Eastern Europe, they
lost contact with German speakers and therefore their language &verged more
and more from modern German. Still, even today, modern Yiddish is closer to
German than are such other Germanic languages as Dutch, English, and Danish.

The Hebrew element in Yiddish was important from the start and still plays

an important part in modern Yiddish, even though words of Hebrew origin are

greatly outnumbered by words of German origin. Hebrew words are incorpo-
rated into Yiddish in a number of ways. Firs! there are individuai words incorpo-
rated into Yiddish sentences. Generally these are pronounced more like Yiddish
than they are when read in the prayer book. So the word read sha'bos in Ashke-
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nazic Hebrew is pronounced sha'bes in the vernaculzr. Ba'aI habayis (house-

holder) becomes babbo's and yoltm royz [hohday] becomes yo'ntef. Hebrew

words in Yiddish are conjugated and declined like Germanic words. Hebrewori-
gin nouns are also combined with German articles, as rn der shabes, di mikue, and

dos sefer, and non-Hebrew words sometimes acquire Hebrew plural endings, as in

dobtoyim. Sometimes one word is made up of elements from several different

language families: Rebetsin [rabbi's wifeJ includes a Hebrew origin root rabi and

Romance and Germanic feminine endings [respectively, -etse- and -in).

Finaiiy, there is the Slavic element in Yiddish, which comes from many dif-

ferent Slavic languages. The oldest are Czech-origin words Ilke nebebh ("poor

thing") or pareue ("neither meat nor milk"). Most common are words of Polish

origin. These are often pronounced as they were in older stages of Polish. In addi
tion, Yiddish, unlike Polish, reduces unaccented syllables to e (shwa) and lacks

the Slavic noun case endings. It sometimes simplifies the complicated Polish con-

sonant groups. [So the Polish town of Mszczonow [pronounced likemshtsho'noou

in modern Polish] was pronounced Amshenev by the Jews.) Sometimes words

mean something different in Yiddish than in Polish. The most extreme example

is Polish mofu4' (in stylel, which becomes Yiddish mo'dne (strangel. There are

variations in accent that differ from modem Polish ffor instance, po'dlege ffloorl
in Polish Yiddish as against podln'ga in Polish. Curiously, outside Polish-speaking

areas, the Yiddish word is pronounced podlo'ge, much as in modern PolishJ Pol-

ish-origin words are found even in areas where Polish was not spoken, like the

Ukraine or Lithuania, while some llkrainian words have penetrated the Yiddish

of Polish-speaking areas.

These various elements in Yiddish have fi,rsed together in such a way that

words of different origin are generally treated the same way grammatically. This

is sirnilar to the way words of Anglo-Saxon, French, and Latin origins have

merged together in modern English to form a single language.

In Eastern Europe, Yiddish played a very different role than it did h Ger-

many. Whatever their neighbors thought of the Jews and their language, tley
couldn't consider it merely a comrpted form of the local langrage. They had to

t-hink of it as a separate "language of the Jews." This is reflected in the name Yid-
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dish itsell which literally means "Jewish." IG status was perhaps more ciosely

comparable to the status of Spanish in the United States, perhaps resented but

stili recognized as a language in its own right, unlike the status of Yiddish in Ger-

many as improper Jewish German-

The vernacular of the Sephardic Jews expelled from Spain has many parallels

to Yiddish, but also considerable differences. It contains fewer wor& of Hebrew

origin than Vddish and adopted fewer new elements in Greece and Turkey than

Yid&sh dld in Poland. Still, it had the same status as an imported and foreign lan-

guage not understood by the non-Jewish population. Having been cut off from

contact with living Spanish since the end ofthe fifteenth century the language of

the Sephardic Jews deveioped in a somewhat different direction. The language

had two separate styles. The style used for translations of the Bible and other He-

brew works, cailed Ladino, followed Hebrew word order and style. The more

folksy vernacular style used in ordinary speech was called Dludezmo, which like

Yiddish is literally translated as "Jewish."

A few examples will show the special nature of Djudezmo. Its vocabulary

avoids certain words that have a strongly Christian connotation. While "Sunday"

in Spanish is Domingo fliterally, "the Lord's day"], Djudezmo used t]re more neu-

tral Arabic alhad Qiterally,"the first day"). Saturday was not Sabado brtr. shaba't,

and Friday night was noche de shaba't. Similarly, Spanish Dios ("God"J sounded

like a plural to the Jews, who instead spoke of el Dio fliterally, "the God").

Everyone knows that in modern Spanish j is pronounced like an h, as in Jos6,

which is pronounced hosay.Brt when the Jews left Spain, this i was still pro-

nounced either like Englishi or like z in "azure." So in Djudezmo, one saysmuzher'

for"woman," i'zho for"son," and Diidio'for"Jew."The distinctionbetween s andz,

which is lost in Latin American Spanish [in Spain the latter is pronounced like the

English rh), is still retained in Djudezmo. So Jews can distinguish betvveen caza

fhouse) and cassa ftoxJ. Modem Djudezmo incorporated some Turkish, Greek,

and Slavic expressions, for instance Ke habe'r ('\'lVhat's new?"J, as well as Hebrew

oneq such as aboltar de cazal, abobar dc mazal ("Change your house and change

your luck"J andhhqmozo meaning "charming," with a Hebrew root and a Spanish

ending.
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Student of Spanish language and literature have shown great interest in the

language of the Sephardim of the former Turkish Empire. Sephardic Jews have

preserved much medieval Spanish epic and lync poetry (Romansas) often lost in

Spain. Unlike most modern Yiddish songs, these songs are rich in motifs both

about chivalry and adventure and about love and desire- The language of the

Sephardim also preserves grammatical, phonetig and vocabulary forms no longer

found in modern Spanish. Some scholars of Spanish enthusiastically (probably

wrongly so) refer to the Jews as still speaking the classic language of Cervantes

Judeo-Arabic has a longer history than either Yiddish or Djudezmo. Many

of the greatest works of medieval Jewish philosophy were written in this ian-

guage. Judeo-Arabic shares a number of the peculiarities of the Arabic language

as a whole. The spoken language differs tremendously from the modern written

language and from classical Arabic. Used over a large geographic area, the spo-

ken Arabic of the various Arab countries differs so much that the various di-

alecG are not mutually understandable. There are especially great differences

between the Arabic of North Africa (Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia] and that of

other countries

In general, the Arabic speech of the Jews in a particular country was a variant

of local Arabic. It was usually closer to [but not the same as] the speech of local

Muslims than it was to Jewish speech in other parts of the Arabic world. Besides

using some Hebrew words fsometimes in Arabic grammatical form], Jews often

used different vocabulary and sometimes different pronunciation than their non-

Jewish neighbors. In North Africa, Jews often pronounced their sibilants differ-

ently than everyone else. In some places they said "sh" where non-Jews said ''s,"

and in other place it was the other way around, with Jews "hissing" instead of
"hushing." In Baghdad, Jews and Christians spoke more like each other than ei-

ther spoke like the Muslims, whose &alect was calied badawi [BedouinJ, imply-

ing that it was imported from the desert. In the Muslim East, the Muslims were

often the newcomers and the Jews were the old native population-the opposite

of Ge situation in Europe.

Jews wrote Arabic in the Hebrew alphabet, and there is much literature in

this form, including religious works and even newspapers The written form of

rTJ-)
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Judeo-Arabic, unlike Muslim Arabic, is less conservative and less influenced by

the classical Arabic of the Koran.

Many people are unaware of the fact that a Judeo-ltalian language ever ex-

isted. A much smaller number of Jews spoke Judeoltalian than spoke Judeo-Ara-

bic, though Judeo-Italian also has a long history. The earliest texts in Judeo-Italian

date back to the Middle Ages. Like the other Jewish languages, Judeo-Italian was

written in the Hebrew alphabet, contains quite a few Hebrew words, and reflects
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the unique history ofthe Italian Jews. Like Arabic, Italian has regional dialects,

which differ widely from each other. At one time, a large percentage of the Jews

of Italy lived in the southem areas of Naples and Sicily. Howeve4, these areas of
Italy came under the control of Spain, which expelled the Jews from the south-

ern half of Italy between 1493 and 1510.As a result, Jews in Italy often spoke

with the accents of areas farther south than those of the non-Jews. Roman Jews

sounded more like Neapolitans and Florentine Jews sounded more like Romans.

Only in the far northern area of Piedmont did the Jews speak dialects with few
southern features [Map 3.2).

Internal Variation in Jewish Vernaculars

6
As we have already seen, Jewish languages varied intemally from place to place.

Sometimes this seems to reflect mainly the variation in speech of the non-Jewish
population. In the case ofYiddish, however, the geographic patterns are quite in-
dependent of the non-Jewish languages. This raises some questions about the
usual explanation that dialect boundaries are caused by communications barriers.

If the boundaries for Jews run in a different direction {iom those for non-Jews,

then maybe a mountain range or river or provincial boundary was not so much a

physical boundary as a cultural one. For one group it might act as a barrier, while
for the other, it rnight not impede communication at all. From this we can see

t-hat Jews not only had their own spoken languages but also their own geography.

One example of this difference in geographic concept is the diverging defini-
tion of Lithuania. Usually Lithuania in twentieth century Europe is associated

with the speakers of the Lithuanian language and with the small Baltic republic
that has recently regained its independence. This republic covers a fairly small

area and has a relatively small population [about 3 miftonJ. Jewish Lit]ruania is

much larger than the Lithuanian republic (Map 3.3). For Jews a "Litvak" flit]ruan-
ian JewJ is someone who comes from anywhere in the eighteenth century Grand

Duchy of Lithuania (see Chapter 2). This covers an area five or six times that of

r{F'
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modern Lithuania, with a population of some 15 million people. Liwaks can

come not only from today's Lithuania but also from Belarus, Latvia, and the

northeastern part ofPoland fthe area around Bialystok, for instance].

The Lithuanian dialect of Yiddish follows the boundaries of eighteenth cen-

tury Lithuania and is quite distinctive from the other dialects. A Liwak would

wear a por heyzen (a pair of pantsJ, study the Teyre (Torah) , and eat bugl (a Sab-

bath pudding] and fleysh fmeat). He or she would not be able to pronounce the

difference between a long or short vowel and in some cases would mk up "s" and

"sh" fand s^y grt sa'bes).To the south and west, a Polish Jew would wear a puur

Map 3.3 Jewkh Lithuania in comparison to modern infupmfunt Litbuania
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hoyzen' study the Toyre' 
-eat 

kigr and flaysh, and would distinguish the long a inhaant (todav) from the short ol^ h";;cr"^:a:;most of Eastern Europe outsideLitvak territory the Hasidic -o,n.-..,;;;.'do-i.rrnt. In Jewish Lithuania the
5tfrT"ffi"T,T;:,"ffi ' o"ot'"a -l.]"".itv, especialy i., th. *",t..., pn.t

Before the eighteenth century vddish was spoken not only in Eastern Eu_rope but in Germany as well' where it *u. l"to replaced by High German. The- former yrddish diarects of Germany -;; more different from what wasspoken in Eastem Europe tJ-ran Lithuanir, 
"rooui, 

was from polth yiddish.Using our test words, a Jew in Frankfurt *;;O;
and eat bugt and flaash. He would 

"t.o 
g". h]#::; :T::#:; ^:;y"k;mixed up. So he would say Daure tnst ul of mur" He would also use a lot of vo_cabulary unknown to Jews in Eastem Europe He wo.rld eat datsher or berches in-

:_ffi?':3;T;iffi:^.Jl
thought bv their christian neighbors . ,o."t ,"tl ffi.1T,rr1"ff;f,: -*"

The Functions of Jewish Vernac ,lars

@
Jewish vernacular languages were-not reaily purely vemacular. Most of them hada written form fin Hebrew scriptJ, 

"nd 
,ever"l of th"- deveroped complex andsophisticated literatures. rhi, i, .rp..i"lt;;"";; yiddish, Djudezmo [udeo_i".ffi i"r"1,:iJ#'oandJudeo-A':"b;'i"d";-A'abicwasir'".r,,"]"+-,.r"

on bibricar th e_;.; .:[:r,:: :Ihl$.l,il and a numb er ., ; ;; ";,
Although Hebrew was the offrciar r""g"rg-"?arre Jewish riturgy, folk tradi-tion often introduced bits of the .,..r".i".l.r,l the liturgy as well. This wasprobably least true amongAshk..r"ri. r"*., ;;;;"- hardly a word of yid_

Jewish Languages @
dish was heard in the synagogue service. At most, we can cite the introduction tothe grace after meals, ',Rabosai mir ueln benshn, (,,Gendemen, f., * ,"" **",1and the women,s prayers at the beginnirrg ,.,d 

"rrd 
of the Sabbath:;rJ';._

more likely to be recited at home than in the synagogue Among other Jewish
here did it
eI mundo,,

nd Ladino in singing u" 
^.,"n"t1"'1,.lllcomo muestfo Dio" f"There is none like our God"J. Their grace after m""rs .nd.dwith the Ladino words .Siempre 

mezhor, nun o p"o, nunca mos manhe Ia meza delCriador'f"Always may it be better and rr"u". *o.r,
Creator's table"l. Sp"rk.., of Judeo-Arabr. 

"lr. r;ilil.:#:lh::H:;l:
quently on the feast of Shavuot, North African Jews recited the Arabic com_mentary of Saadia Gaon on the Ten Commandments for hours drr.irrg th"
service. Algerian Jews told me tl-rat Muslims would come to th. ,yrr"gogfe o.,that day to listen to the classicai Arabic of the prayer

In most Jewish cultures the ceremony at which the vernacular was most used
was the Passover seder. This fit with the famiLal, forksy, and home-centered na-ture of the Passover rituar. Not only did the cerebrants often transrate the He-brew Hagada into the spoken language, but they sometimes sang the various
seder songs in the vernacurar as well. Alongside tJre almost universar Aramaic
Had Gadya, one could hear the Judeo Itarian "(Jn caporetto que ho compro mio
Padre" (A GoatThat My Father Bought,,), tJre Ladino ,,(Jn 

cawetico que lo merco,
mi padre," the Judeo-Germ an"Ein Zicber,ein, ein Zicherzin,,, and the Judeo-Arabic
"Wahad aI dj,di.',

In recent timeg the Jewish vernaculars have arso acquired more modern and
secular functions. Newspapers appeared in Judeo_Arabig Djudezmg and yid_
dish' In the Soviet Union, periodicals were published in several ot-irer Jewish lan_g'ages including Judeo-Tht and Judeo-Tadzhik. Some yiddish periodicals in
Poland had circulations of over I 00,000. There were literary magazineq theaters,
advertisements, and sometimes even offtciar documents ffor instance, birth and
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marriage certificatesJ issued in the Jewish languages. Yiddish became the lan-

guage of a whole network of modern schools in Eastern Europe, and te;:tbooks

for many subjects were published in the language in the 1920s and 1930s

The Fading of the JewishVernaculars

6
With modernization, the Jewish languages encounteled severe pressure. As Jews

were granted political rights and required to acquire a secular education, the na-

tional languages of the majority began to supplant the Jewish vernaculars Many

countries began to refuse to accept documents or even signatures in the Hebrew

alphabet. Educated Jews aspired to learn French and German rather thanYiddish

or Djudezmo. Speaking in a Jewish dialect ratfier than in the "proper" language

taught in school came to be seen as a sign ofbackwardness. The schools set up all

over the Middle East by the Alliance Israelite Universelle [a French Jewish orga-

nizationJ used French as the language of instruction and tried to spread French

culture among Jews in Persia, North Africa, and the Ottoman Empire'

In Turkey in the 1920s, all languages had to be written in the Latin alphabet;

thereafteq, Djudezmo newspapers used Latin letters. Similar attempts were made

in the Soviet Union, where writers of Judeo-Tat and Judeo-Tadzhik were forced

to use first the Latin and then the Russian alphabet in place of Hebrew script' As

tra&tional religious instruction and practices declined in many countries, fewer

and fewer Jews could read the alphabet in which the Jewish vernaculars were

written.
There was one otheq, totally unexpected, development, which probably

sealed the fate of the declining Jewish spoken languages-the revival of Hebrew.

Throughout much of the history of the Diaspora, Hebrew was the language of

scholars, and the vernacular Yiddish, Djudezmo, or Judeo-Arabic was the daily

language of the Jewish masses. With the return of more and more Jews to their

ancient homeland in the early twentieth century attempts were made to make

Hebrew the everyday spoken language of the modern Jewish setdement. The

Jewisb Languager W

cause of Hebrew was fostered by the fact that it was the only language the Jews,

coming from a host of different countries, had in common' The vernaculars

served to divide the new settlers in Israel. Hebrew served to unite tlem.

Ironically, Hebrew has now become a living language spoken by virtually all

Israeli Jews and taught as a living language in the Diaspora.Yid&sh and the other

Jewish vernaculars are spoken by fewer and fewer people outside extreme Or-

thodox circles. The vernaculars are now esoteric subjects, more likely to be stud-

ied by scholars than by the masses. Most Jews in the world today speak either the

same language as their non-Jewish neighbors or Hebrew. The old pattern of Jew-

ish speech in the Diaspora has almost completely disappeared'
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